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23 March                                             Programme 10                            by  Libby Bennett

To fi nish the term’s theme of ‘on the move’, this week’s music programme features the fl ute, and also 
includes the tiny piccolo, and the large bass fl ute.  The traditional story of Nellie is illustrated by a 
selection of music played on the fl ute.

Song
  Nellie the Elephant 

Words and Music: Ralph Butler and Peter Hart
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After the programme

words for discussion:- piccolo; bass fl ute; lullaby; circus parade; jungle; elephant herd.

- Talk about circuses.  Have the children been to one?  Have they seen one on television?
- Nowadays keeping animals in a circus is out of favour.  Talk about why this should be so.
- Talk about some of the elements that make up a circus – clowns, acrobats and trapeze artists.  A 

big top, ring master and the circus band.
- Listen to the programme again, concentrating on the music.  Do the children think each piece 

describes what it is meant to?
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- If there are a selection of recorders available in school, have a look at how their sizes relate to the 
pitch of their sound (i.e. the smaller the instrument the higher the sound).  Compare this with the 
fl utes heard on the programme – the tiny piccolo, the ordinary fl ute and the larger bass fl ute.

    

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Music
Performing:  Pupils should have opportunities to: develop an   
  awareness of pulse and rhythm when singing and playing  
  instruments. Develop an awareness of simple features in  
  songs and accompaniments which they sing and play.

Listening and Responding: Pupils should have opportunities to: respond 
  imaginatively to a variety of short pieces of music; think  
  and talk about the features and effects of the music they  
  create, perform and listen to.

Cross-Curricular Links
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